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Bundle up and prepare for a mysterious adventure set in the holiday season!
Christmas Carol is crammed full of gorgeous Hidden Object scenes and superb 5d3b920ae0
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This game is a bad joke. It can be completed in one hour. A few very weak puzzles, HOS scenes. There is no Christmas mood in
it. It does not work smoothly. The price of this game is scandalous compared to the content. The game should be available for
free. There is absolutely no joy in playing this game.. From what we saw and read on the Store Page this game sounded really
interesting. As there is no German version available, we started a group play on a German forum. HANDS OFF! The 3 hours I
have on the clock are due to playing the game twice. Once taking notes and screenshot to help along those who don't speak
English so well. A seasoned player will need less than an hour to get through. Challenging Adventure set in Victorian age
London? No real challenge at all. Well, probably if you consider giving milk to cats to be one. Diverse mix of Puzzles and
Hidden Objects? Yes, ok, true. But 6 (six) HO's in the whole game? Not really crammed, is it? Beautifully drawn locations?
Yes, absolutely. Captivating Soundtrack? The only tune I heard was Auld Lang Syne. Based on the famous novel by Charles
Dickens? The phone book must be based on it as well and is longer and more entertaining than this game.
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